
Breakdown Sheet
Austin Sweeney 2022 Demo Reel

Lightning

● Added lightning, interactive lighting, and created new iris’ using a noise pattern for the
flickering effect.

Challenges - The ever changing look for this sequence. I took on the bulk of this
sequence but once we were able to find a look it just came down to dialing in the

interactive lighting.

Green Screen

● Marker removal, keying out the green screen, integrating both FX and HUD, adding a
lens flare, animate BG to fake a camera move.



Challenges - Matching the senior artists work to blend the black hole into the
sequence.

Wire Removal

● Wire removal, add blood to lens, integrate the flashlight with the blood, add bolts
supplied by another company, relight and add reflections for the bolts

Challenges - Learning how to deconstruct a set up from another company that didn’t
work within our system as we didn’t have the same gizmo’s

Fluid Morph

● A fluid morph and a split screen at the end.

Challenges - Morph dissolving such a long take to blend smoothly



Nuke Particles

● Nuke Particles to increase the amount of fish food in the tank

Challenges - Learning how particles work and finding elements

Point Render

● Remove BG actress and replace with a humanoid particle render

Challenges - Learning how to set up, and manipulate point renders for desired
effect



Actor Replacement

● Keying, BG replacement, FG roto

Challenges - This shot was in a weird colour space and the suit became very
difficult to colour correct

Fireworks

● Stitch plates, integrate fireworks,
relighting

Challenges - relighting the clouds, ended up bringing in other cloud elements to
help

Ethereal



● Create Ghost look, retime plate

Challenges - Learning to retime to get the fluid ghost movement

FX Integration

● Integrate FX

Beauty Work

● Remove bags under eyes and booger



Reflection Paintout

● Remove cameraman from window, create
reflection, roto basket of pillows back on top

Challenges - Getting a smooth track for the reflection

Muzzle Fire

● Add muzzle flashes, create an animation
for and add casings, create and animate a door

for the casings



Window Replacement

● GS window, add defocused moving star
background

Split Screen

● Split screen, BG reconstruction, Roto

Challenges - Both takes were shot at different angles so I needed to reconstruct
the BG and Roto Honor back on top to make it seamless

Monitor
Burn In



● Monitor Burn in, rotation of photos
elements

Challenges -Blue screen blending in with with the edges of the toque, ended up
rotoing back the toque


